PRAISE FOR BAGHDAD AT SUNRISE:

“Colonel Mansoor displays the knowledge of a soldier alongside the narrative gifts of a true historian, weaving dramatic events together, capturing the thoughts and emotions of street-level fighters, and describing Iraqi society as it tries to emerge from the maelstrom of war.” —Mark Moyar, Wall Street Journal

“Mansoor’s unflinching new account . . . is nearly unique, because his position was rare among military memoirists. . . . He tells the story of that fateful first year in Iraq from the point of view of one who saw decisions being made at the highest echelons, yet led soldiers in executing those orders day by day.” —Bill Murphy, Washington Post

“In reportage that crackles with the gunfire of street fighting, then segues into candid reflections on America’s military doctrines and policies, Mansoor draws readers directly into the tension of the Iraqi conflict. . . . A sober and balanced perspective.” —Booklist (starred review)

“Baghdad at Sunrise is a masterful account of command in counterinsurgency operations. Colonel Peter Mansoor’s superb description of his brigade’s experiences during our first year in Iraq is a must read for soldiers, scholars, and policymakers alike—and all would do well to examine the lessons he draws from his experiences.” —David H. Petraeus, General, U.S. Army (Ret.)

“Peter Mansoor’s extraordinarily valuable Baghdad at Sunrise . . . is destined to be studied in war colleges for generations. . . . Baghdad at Sunrise is a far better guide to counterinsurgency warfare than the official manual published by the Army and Marines. . . . This book has more intellectual integrity and utility.” —Ralph Peters, New York Post

“Colonel Mansoor has provided us with an exceptional memoir from midlevel of the tragic course of postconflict operations in Iraq. It represents an account by a first-rate soldier and perceptive historian that is a must-read for anyone interested in what really happened.” —Williamson Murray, author of A War to Be Won: Fighting the Second World War

“This is a unique contribution to the burgeoning literature on the Iraq war, analyzing the day-to-day performance of a U.S. brigade in Baghdad during 2004–2005. Mansoor uses a broad spectrum of sources to address the military, political, and cultural aspects of an operation undertaken with almost no relevant preparation. . . . The critique is balanced, perceptive and merciless. . . . He presents an eloquent critique of the armed forces’ post-Vietnam neglect of counterinsurgency and makes a strong case for integrating military forces with civilian experts who can aid reconstruction in counterinsurgency operations.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Baghdad at Sunrise is both good literature and good history. . . . [Mansoor’s] style is crisp, clear, and understated. . . . He tells his story from his viewpoint without judging others in the absence of unimpeachable evidence, and even then, lets the reader draw his own conclusions.” —Colonel (Ret.) Gregory Fontenot, Military Review

“Excellent. . . . The great strength of Mansoor’s detailed account of his year in Iraq is his careful critique of what went wrong. . . . By combining a scholar’s perspective and a military commander’s boots-on-the-ground experience, Mansoor renders an account of the first year of the Iraqi insurgency that is at once compelling and instructive.” —Tom Miller, Military.com

“This is a moving, clear, lucid, and extremely valuable account of midlevel operations in Iraq in the early, crucial stages of the insurgency, with many valuable lessons. . . . As a memoir, Colonel Mansoor’s book is honest, moving, and exceptionally readable.” —Martin Sieff, Washington Times

“The last twelve pages alone—‘reflections’—are worth the price of the book. . . . Much rides on whether U.S. officials understand the lessons that Mansoor so eloquently lays bare.” —Michael Rubin, Middle East Quarterly
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To the soldiers and civilians who answered their nation’s call of duty in Iraq, and especially for those who never returned